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ABSTRACT

The focus in this contribution is on innovative technological races with uncertainty as to
who will win a fixed market prize. One firm is the first mover and commits to innovative ef-
forts such as investments in research and development before the followers choose their ef-
forts to win. Perhaps the winner can take the whole prize, but in many cases a sharing of
the new market will occur. When market protection is not perfect the winner will have to
share the prize with the other players. The analysis is able to clarify the impact of such shar-
ing on the efforts and profitability of the racing participants.

It is possible that the first mover will take the number of followers as given. In such a setting
with winner takes all, a follower will tend to invest more than the leader (Reinganum,
1985). But this may be reversed with market sharing, in case the pioneer realizes no or low
profits from current (older) technologies. The first mover will invest more if he can fully pro-
tect his market, while the followers cannot. Sometimes the leader will realize that his efforts
may influence the number of followers. With winner takes all it is then the first mover that
will provide the largest efforts (Etro, 2004). But market sharing may again turn this around,
in case a winning first mover has to share while a winning late mover can keep the whole
prize. To understand and to determine innovative efforts in technological races one there-
fore has to combine information on the sequence of efforts and on the possibilities of mar-
ket protection.

JEL CLASSIFICATION L13
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I. Introduction

Companies deciding on the introduction of innovative products or processes always
need to compare the options of moving rapidly or slowly with the new ventures.
While it is not wise to use rules of thumb in complex tactical or strategic environ-Re
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ments, this wisdom is often ignored. For a long time, for example, management
consultants and academics tried to sell the silver bullet that pioneering, first mov-
ing or preempting are principal drivers of enduring market leadership. Abundant
theories of first mover advantages appeared and many believed that the first law of
marketing is that “it is better to be first than it is to be better”. Supporting factors
for this view are that pioneers can better shape enduring preferences and brand
loyalty, they can benefit from consumer inertia and switching costs, as well as from
patent protection, economies of experience and better resource mobilization, for
example in mobilizing and contracting with crucial suppliers and distributors. Em-
pirical studies appeared suggesting that pioneers tend to be stable market leaders
that rarely fail and only slowly lose terrain to new followers, but retain sizable mar-
kets share nevertheless.

But many of these tendencies only resulted because of biases in data and reporting
(Tellis and Golder, 2002). Careful historical analysis of the evolution of markets re-
vealed that the first mover advantage stories are seldom true or relevant (see also
Schnaars, 1994). Market pioneers rarely endure as market leaders; they have a high
failure rate and a small market share. Enduring market leaders are often second mov-
ers that sometimes enter decades after a pioneer. These leaders rely on vision, persis-
tence, innovation, commitment and asset leverage. They are often wrongly identified
as being the first mover. Gillette, for example was not the pioneer with razor blades,
Apple was not the first with the PC, Proctor & Gamble was not the first with dispos-
able diapers, Sony, JVC and Matsushita were not the first movers with video record-
ers, not Hewlett-Packard but Xerox marketed the first laser printers, and so on.

Part of the confusion surrounding the first mover advantages myths may thus result
from a sloppy analysis of the facts, but perhaps also from a lack of clear theoretical
insights and rich hypotheses on the impact of sequential moves in innovative mar-
kets. In this paper a contribution to the theory of innovation with market sharing is
presented that may help to fill this gap. The next section details and justifies the
framework that drives the results. The main findings and conclusions are presented
in the subsequent sections.

II. Stochastic races for innovation rewards

The economics of innovation strategies have been looked at in a variety of settings,
including multi-period investment settings (De Bondt, 1997; Vandekerckhove and
De Bondt, 2008) and stochastic patent races for innovative processes or products.
These rat races are intended to model the competition for a market. Of interest here
are the settings in which one player can start somewhat before the others. In other
words, one firm is able to commit to a certain innovative effort before competitors
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do, and all players are uncertain as to who will win the race towards the new tech-
nology. One can classify these races along two dimensions, i.e. winner takes all
versus market sharing and exogenous versus endogenous entry.

A. Winner takes all versus market sharing

The winner of the race may or may not capture the whole market. In winner takes
all he employs market protection instruments such as patents to reap all the bene-
fits by which losers get nothing. But in many cases losing firms can easily imitate
an innovation. Mansfield et al. (1981), for example, found that on average 60 per-
cent of patented innovations are imitated within a time period of 4 years. The way
the new market is shared will depend on industry and firm characteristics and tac-
tics. The degree of effective patent protection may differ according to the institu-
tional environment and the technologies involved and it may also be influenced by
firm’s patent policies. Some countries, such as the United States, seem to provide
better protection than others (Martinez and Guellec, 2004). In some industries,
such as semiconductors, computers and software, reward sharing tends to be rather
high as patents are usually offering weak protection for the innovator. In other in-
dustries, however, patent protection tends to be rather effective. This is for example
the case in the chemical industry, as it may be rather easy to proof the uniqueness
of a certain molecule (Levin et al., 1987). The losers of the race may moreover be
able to benefit from spillovers from the winner. Spillovers may result from reverse
engineering, movement of personnel, meetings at professional conferences, publi-
cations, informal communication among engineers as well as from voluntary li-
censing. They will tend to be higher if the absorptive capacity of the losing player
is better developed.

Take for example the story of the CAT scanners (Computed Axial Tomography).
CAT scanners are instruments to take high quality three-dimensional pictures of in-
ternal organs of the body, based on the x-ray technology. As happens frequently,
the invention of the CAT scanner was not the result of an active search for this
technology, but was rather luck. While working as an engineer in the area of pat-
tern identification and computer storage techniques at the Central Research Labora-
tories of the record company EMI in the late 1960s, Hounsfield hit upon a brilliant
idea. By scanning the brain from multiple angles and reconstructing those images
with computers, higher quality (compared to simple x-ray snapshots) and three-di-
mensional pictures of the human brain, would result. By late 1971, the first clinical
tests of the brain scanner turned out to be promising and, although EMI lacked ex-
perience in the medical equipment industry, EMI decided to enter the scanner mar-
ket, yielding the company a head start over potential competitors. For a couple of
years, EMI had the whole market for itself, but it was clear that other firms, which
were active in other segments of the medical equipment industry, would enter this
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specific market. However, as brain scanners were already widely spread, followers
needed to come up with an improved technology as hospitals would of course not
replace their current scanners with a similar one. The race for the full body scan
took off. The followers were indeed firms with more experience in the medical
equipment industry, such as GE, Pfizer and Technicare, but it was nevertheless EMI
that won the race and was granted a patent for its full body scanner (mid 1970s).
However, the company could enjoy its market leadership position for only a short
period of time. GE and Technicare entered the market with copycat products,
thereby ignoring EMI’s patents. They could employ financial, marketing and distri-
butional advantages to achieve a late and superior market position to the detriment
of EMI, that abandoned the market a few years later. The pioneer EMI won the race
but it shared its prize to a large extent with the followers in the CAT scanner mar-
ket (Trajtenberg, 1990; Schnaars, 1994).

In other markets pioneers may well be able to secure immediately a sustainable
market position and may have to share little, while later followers may have to
share. Take the micro metrology market, worth € 2,3 billion in 2005. Firms that
supply this market provide total metrology solutions for dimensional quality con-
trol, combining hardware, application software and customer services (Vandeput,
2008). A few companies, including Hexagon and Carl Zeiss, have profitable and
strong market positions (10 to 16% share), and compete with a group of smaller
firms (3,5 to 6% share), including the Leuven university spin off Metris. The indus-
try’s Herfindahl index is 0,0525. In case a player like Zeiss moves first with new in-
novative efforts and wins a race, say towards some sophisticated microscope, it
may have to share little. The strength of the company will translate in a highly ef-
fective patent protection and its efforts include acquisition strategies to secure com-
plementary technologies that can be bundled and can lock in customers. When a
follower such as Metris wins a race, he typically may have to share also with the
leaders. He can and does also employ market protection tactics and growth strate-
gies, but financial constraints may limit patent protection tactics. A first mover like
Zeiss also works within innovative regions and networks, which allow realizing ex-
tensive spillovers from cooperative smaller firms.

B. Exogenous versus endogenous entry

A second dimension of classification concerns exogenous (fixed) versus endoge-
nous (free) entry. The first mover may or may not be able to influence the number
of other participants (Etro, 2004; Etro, 2007). With so called exogenous entry he
takes the number of other players as given. With endogenous entry he realizes that
his early move on innovative effort can affect the expected profitability of the fol-
lowers and hence he can attempt to influence their number. Myopia of the first
mover may result in ignoring implications on industry structure. Entry barriers may
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blockade additional players of joining the race. The micro metrology industry play-
ers, for example, receive protection from scale and scope economies (bundling of
complementary products and services), learning economies, brand loyalty, custom-
ers’ switching costs, access to knowledge and reputation mechanisms.

C. Existing theoretical predictions and plan of the paper

A brief overview of earlier predictions from stochastic innovative races with a first
mover learns the following. With exogenous entry and winner takes all, leapfrog-
ging by a follower is more likely than monopoly persistence as the leader invests
less than each of the followers by which a second mover is more likely to win the
race. The first mover, moreover, has lower expected profits compared to the follow-
ers (second mover advantages) (Reinganum, 1985). When the number of followers
is given, the first mover reduces his efforts and without market sharing the best res-
ponse of followers is to reduce their innovative investments as well. The incentives
to reduce efforts are lower for the followers as they do not have to give up a current
stream of profits when the innovation is obtained. As a result, second movers invest
more in R&D than the first mover. This tendency is consistent with empirical find-
ings that, on average, challengers tend to invest more to enter a new market than in-
cumbents (e.g. Czarnitzki and Kraft, 2004). With endogenous entry and winner
takes all these finding are altered and the first mover invests more than each of the
followers. This tendency remains if a winning first mover does not share with a los-
ing follower, while a winning follower does share with the first mover (Etro, 2004).

It remains to be seen what the implications are of other market sharing possibilities
in endogenous and exogenous settings. Two different asymmetric reward sharing
scenarios are therefore looked at in this paper. For each of these scenarios, innova-
tive efforts and profits of first and second movers are compared. The main finding
is that the sharing of rewards can change the winner takes all comparisons. In this
study it is shown that:

with exogenous entry, the first mover sometimes commits himself to higher in-
vestments than each of the second movers and he may realize first mover ad-
vantages through higher expected profits;
with endogenous entry, situations are detailed in which second movers invest
more than the pioneer.

By introducing reward sharing in races the link can also be made with the impact
of spillovers on innovative behavior in strategic investment games. The remainder
of this study goes as follows. The following section describes the analyzed settings
with technical details postponed to an Appendix. The comparisons of efforts and
profits are discussed next, while the final section concludes.
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III. The formal framework

Stochastic innovative races with one first mover and several second movers are con-
sidered. The first mover may market already a technology that allows him to realize
a flow of current profits ( , with 0). The outcome of the race will result in a su-
perior version that will thus replace his existing product. The second movers are as-
sumed not to be active in this specific market or industry and thus earn no profits at
the beginning of the race. For both the leader and the followers, there is a fixed cost
in order to participate in the patent race (F, with F > 0). This fixed cost could for
example be interpreted as the opportunity costs of entering this specific industry or
market. Firms continuously invest in a flow of innovative resources, zL for the first
mover and zi for the second movers (with i = 1, 2, ..., n). In other words, each time
unit, the first mover and the followers spend respectively zL and zi on R&D.

The first mover is the firm that first sees the opportunities or first decides to commit
to a certain R&D investment level before the followers. The probability of discover-
ing the new technology or product around a certain point in time is assumed to be
only dependent on the own current innovative R&D investments (see Appendix).
When one of the racing firms has obtained the innovation, all firms immediately
stop investing in R&D in that specific project and the reward, with a market value of
P, becomes available. One can think of P representing the expected value of the prof-
its obtained from the successful innovation. There is a discount rate equal to r.

P may or not be shared among the participants in the race. There is a given market
sharing parameter indicated by , with £ 1. The focus is here on two reward
sharing scenarios summarized in Table 1. Other sharing circumstances can and
have been analyzed and will be discussed briefly later on.
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Table 1. Summary of market sharing settings of the reward P, with sharing parameter s, as the
outcome of a stochastic race with one first mover (“leader”) and n second movers (“followers”).

One first mover (= “leader”) and
n second movers (= “followers”)

Scenario A1

Winning follower
takes it all, winning

leader shares

Scenario A2

Winning leader
takes it all, winning

follower shares

Rewards for
the leader

P1
L (leader wins) P P

P2
L (follower wins) 0

1
n

P

Rewards for
follower i

P1
i (follower wins) P P

P2
i (leader wins)

1
n

P 0

P3
i (other follower wins) 0

1
n

P



The two asymmetric reward sharing scenarios are intended to highlight the impli-
cations of first moving and allow a relatively rich set of circumstances. The first
mover could be an incumbent monopolist with profitable supplies at the start of
the new project ( > 0). But it could also be a pioneer with no other relevant prod-
ucts in the industry at the beginning of the race ( = 0). The second movers could
likewise be existing rivals in other market segments or new rivals who simply ob-
serve, perhaps wait for, efforts of a pioneer. Especially with a given number of such
followers, one could think of them as incumbent firms with no products yet in the
innovative market segment.

Note that other reward sharing scenarios are also possible. One could for example
look at a symmetric reward sharing scenario in which the leader or the followers
either capture the same P if they win, or take the same (1 – ) P/n if they loose.
Another possible reward sharing scenario could be a variant of A2. One could en-
visage, for example, that a winning leader takes P, but a winning follower only gets
P and shares the rest (P – P) with the other n-1 followers. This would be the case

where the first mover works with a specific business model or technology and fol-
lowers employ different technologies and practices. They can learn from a winning
leader, but there are no spillovers from winning followers to the very special tech-
nologies of the first mover. The focus of this paper is however on the two asymmet-
ric reward sharing scenarios as described in table 1.

The different reward sharing scenarios are analyzed with exogenous entry, in which
the number of firms is given, and with free entry, in which the number of followers
is determined endogenously. When entry is exogenous, the discussion only focuses
on parameter values of P, n, , and for which both the first and second movers in-
vest with positive expected profitability. With endogenous entry, only parameter val-
ues are allowed for which the first mover expects profits but the number of second
movers is expected to result in zero expected profits for those players.

IV. Asymmetric reward sharing A1: a winning follower takes it all
but the winning leader shares

Some comparative statics tendencies and comparisons can be reported for both ex-
ogenous and endogenous entry.

A. Exogenous Entry

The sign of the impact of the different parameters on the R&D investments of the
first and second movers are summarized in Proposition 1.
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Proposition 1: In a stochastic race with exogenous entry and asymmetric sharing of
rewards A1, the first mover and second mover reduce efforts zL and zi as:

the value of the innovative reward decreases (lower P);
current profits of the leader increase (higher );
the leader expects to share more of the market if he wins (lower );
the number of followers decreases (lower n).

Current success provides a disincentive for the first mover (“never change a win-
ning team”) as does more free riding on his efforts by followers, because their
number or sharing increases. Less obvious perhaps is that the second mover efforts
zi are also reduced by such changes. Although a winning follower never shares, he
does reduce his effort if he expects the winning first mover to share more. Indeed,
the follower will then benefit more from the effort of the pioneer by which there is
a smaller incentive to try to be first as a follower.

In case of reward sharing, it is not straightforward to conclude from the mathematics
whether the first mover invests more or less in R&D than the followers. Numerical si-
mulations indicate however that the tendencies of winner takes all are preserved.

Proposition 2: In a stochastic race with exogenous entry and asymmetric market
sharing A1, in which a winning first mover shares with losing followers but a win-
ning follower takes it all, a second mover invests more than the first mover.

With winner takes all ( = 1) a follower invests more than the first mover. In case
the first mover may need to share the market, he a fortiori will invest less. This
may explain why leapfrogging is common in technological competition and why pi-
oneers, that have to share with latecomers, are often surpassed by later followers
that are able to better protect the fruits of their winning projects. As mentioned in
an earlier section, EMI could only benefit for a short time period from its patent on
the full body scanners as more experienced firms (in the medical equipment indus-
try) entered and quickly controlled the whole market.

The tendencies described here were also found in a strategic investment game with
leaders and followers, no uncertainty, asymmetric spillovers and exogenous entry
(Vandekerckhove and De Bondt, 2008). Large spillovers from a leader to imitators
may result in lower investments of leaders compared to followers, even though
large efforts of leaders could improve their subsequent market leading profits.

B. Endogenous Entry

Comparative static tendencies are somewhat more complicated in this case. The
reason is that the leader and the followers take into account that the maximum
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number of suppliers is determined by a condition stating that the followers’ ex-
pected profits are equal to zero. It can be verified that:

Proposition 3: In a stochastic race with endogenous entry and asymmetric sharing
of rewards A1, the first mover efforts zL decrease as:

the value of the innovative reward decreases (lower P);
current profits of a sharing leader increase (higher and < 1);
the leader expects to share more of the market if he wins (lower );

Of interest is that the disincentive for the first mover from higher current profits no
longer applies in the case with winner takes all. This means that the “never change
a winning team” disincentive may lose significance in cases where patents and
other instruments provide adequate market protection to winners of the race and
where a first mover realizes that the long run number of firms can be influenced by
his pioneering effort.

Proposition 4: In a stochastic race with endogenous entry and asymmetric sharing
of rewards A1, the second mover efforts zi:

decrease as the value of the innovative reward decreases (lower P).
but are not affected by the current profits of the first mover ( ) and by the mar-
ket sharing parameter ( ).

To understand these last propositions, suppose that a change in the parameters or
leads to an increase in the efforts of the leader. The expected profits of a follower

will be reduced by these higher investments and this generates a smaller number of
followers in the long run. This reduced competition gives the incentive for each fol-
lower to provide fewer efforts, while the increase in first mover’s effort gives an in-
centive to provide more efforts. It turns out that in this setting both effects exactly
neutralize each other (with changes in the indicated parameters) and the equili-
brium efforts of each follower are independent of these parameters in the long run.

Inspection of appropriate equations and numerical simulation clearly indicate that
with endogenous entry and zero current profits the followers may invest less in
R&D compared to the first mover, as Etro (2004) already pointed out. With positive
current gains of the first mover the appropriate comparisons appear difficult to ob-
tain. With market sharing, the following result can be established through numeri-
cal simulations.

Proposition 5: Given a stochastic race with endogenous entry and asymmetric mar-
ket sharing A1, in which there is only sharing when the first mover wins and this
pioneer has no current profits ( = 0), the following applies:

the first mover invests more than a follower when there is a small degree of
market sharing (high value of );
while a follower invests more than the first mover when there is a large degree
of market sharing (low value of ).
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Figure 1 provides a numerical example of this result.

Figure 1. Asymmetric reward sharing A1 with endogenous entry. R&D investments of the
leader and a follower in function of , with P = 1000, F = 10, r = 0.10, p = 0, .
The full line represents the investments of the leader (zL) and the dashed line represents the
investments of each follower (z). An increase in represents less market sharing, with = 1
indicating winner takes all.

A first mover that expects winner takes all and that can influence the long run num-
ber of followers will invest more than a follower also when current profits provide a
disincentive for large efforts (Etro, 2004). Sharing of rewards tends to discourage ef-
forts of the leader and may again have the follower investing more to win the race,
just like in the case with a given number of second movers. Even with endogenous
entry, technological leapfrogging is again more likely, provided that the losing fol-
lowers can easily steal a large part of the fruits of the leader’s innovation.

V. Asymmetric reward sharing A2: winning leader takes it all,
winning follower shares

A. Exogenous entry

The comparative statics of the R&D investments of both the first and second mov-
ers are already covered, since:

Proposition 6: The tendencies reported in Proposition 1 for scenario A1 still apply
for a stochastic race with exogenous entry and asymmetric sharing of rewards in
scenario A2.

Numerical simulations are necessary to compare the investments of the leader and
the followers. They reveal that the first mover may invest more than each of the sec-
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ond movers. However, when the first mover has high current profits, the followers
always invest more.

Proposition 7: In a stochastic race with asymmetric market sharing and exogenous
entry, in which a winning follower shares with all losers, while a winning first
mover takes it all, the follower invests more than the first mover when there is a
small degree of market sharing (high values of s). The first mover invests more
than each follower when there is a large degree of market sharing (small values of
). For sufficient high current profits of the first mover, however, the second mover

always invests more.

Figure 2 provides part of these results for a numerical example.

Figure 2. Asymmetric reward sharing A2 with exogenous entry. R&D investments of the
leader and a follower in function of , with P = 1000, F = 10, r = 0.10, p = 0, ,
n = 2 and n = 5. The full line represents the investments of the first mover (zL) and the
dashed line represents the investments of each follower (z). An increase in represents less
market sharing, with = 1 indicating winner takes all.

The reward sharing from a winning follower to the losers of the race can thus alter
the finding of Reinganum (1985) that followers invest more than the leader. Sup-
pose the first mover is a strong leader such as Zeiss in the micro metrology indus-
try. This firm has sufficient resources to effectively protect the extra values from
winning a technology race. Most of his smaller rivals, that are second movers, may
have to share knowledge with all other industry members if they were to win. This
provides them with sufficiently strong disincentives if sharing is indeed large and
they will each engage in fewer efforts than the leader. Only when this first mover
has high current profits, he will again limit his efforts due to the “never change a
winning team” disincentive.

Before followers enter this race, they should try to have a good assessment of the
reward sharing parameter. If reward sharing is too large, not entering the race at all
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could also be in their interest. When they can sufficiently improve on protecting
their innovations, they may well engage in more efforts than the first mover. It is
thus possible, that for example in the micro metrology industry; one observes that
for some (racing) projects smaller rivals are more active than the large leader, even
if the latter has no current profits from related products at the start of the race.
Smaller followers can and do develop market protection tactics, by for example tak-
ing over other smaller rivals or suppliers of complementary services and products.
This in any case appears to be part of the strategy of smaller rivals such as Metris
in the micro metrology industry.

B. Endogenous entry

Some comparative statics of first mover and follower efforts are summarized in the
following proposition.

Proposition 8: In a stochastic race with endogenous entry and asymmetric sharing
of rewards A2 in which the leader does not share the market and followers do
share, the first mover efforts zL:

decrease as the value of the innovative reward decreases (lower P);
are not affected by current profits of the leader ( ).

The efforts zi of a follower:
decrease as the value of the innovative reward decreases (lower P) or they ex-
pect to share more of the new market (lower );
are not affected by current profits of the leader ( ).

First mover’s investments may be decreasing in the reward sharing parameter s.
The long run equilibrium values of the followers’ efforts are only dependent on the
market sharing parameter and on the value of P (and F) that determine their zero
expected profits. The current profits of the leader do not affect the followers’ in-
vestments for reasons already explained in a previous section.

The comparison of the R&D investments of the first mover and each follower is
straightforward. The finding of Etro (2004) appears to be robust for the introduc-
tion of this specific type of asymmetric reward sharing.

Proposition 9: In a patent race with endogenous entry and with asymmetric reward
sharing A2, in which the leader does not share the market and followers do share,
the first mover always invests more than a follower.

It has already been mentioned that with winner takes all and endogenous entry,
the first mover invests more than each of the followers, as the only ambition of the
leader is to win the race. Reward sharing by second movers further discourages
their R&D investments, while the leader’s investments are unaffected by a change
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in the reward sharing parameter. Current profits moreover have no impact on the
first mover’s incentives. Consequently he will always invest more than the follow-
ers and technology or market leadership persistence is most likely here. Figure 3 il-
lustrates these results.

Furthermore, the larger the reward sharing is (or the smaller s), the less likely a
second mover is to win the race. Just like with exogenous entry, the followers
should again think twice before entering the race. First, their individual chances to
win the race are smaller than those of the leader, so there is a high likelihood that
their R&D investments will be lost. Secondly, in the less likely case that a follower
would win, the winner needs to share the prize with the other second movers.

Figure 3. Asymmetric reward sharing A2 with endogenous entry. R&D investments of the
leader and a follower in function of , with V = 1000, F = 10, r = 0.10, = 0 and

. The full line represents the investments of the leader (zL) and the dashed line
represents the investments of each follower (z). An increase in represents less market shar-
ing, with = 1 indicating winner takes all.

VI. Comparison of expected profits

A. Exogenous entry

Expected profits of the leader and the followers are only compared for = 0. After
all, sufficiently large current profits can always result in higher expected profits for the
leader, even if = 1. Numerical simulations are used. Proposition 10 summarizes.

Proposition 10: In stochastic races with exogenous entry, a reward sharing leader
(A1) and no current profits, second movers generally realize higher expected profits
than the first mover. However, with reward sharing followers (A2), the first mover
can realize higher expected profits compared to the followers provided that the re-
ward sharing is large enough (thus a sufficiently small value of ).
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According to Proposition 10, the followers always enjoy second mover advantages
when there is asymmetric reward sharing A1. This tendency is a generalization of
the finding of Reinganum (1985) and also applies for symmetric reward sharing. In
these two scenarios, each follower always invests more than the leader. The theo-
retical prediction is consistent with findings that stock market returns will react
positively to higher R&D expenditures as concluded, for example, by Sood and
Tellis (2008) on the basis of 5481 announcements from 69 firms in 5 markets and
19 technologies, during the period 1977-2006. It also points to the tendencies of se-
cond mover advantages (Schnaars, 1994; Tellis and Golder, 2002).

Figure 4. Asymmetric reward sharing A1 with exogenous entry. Expected profits of the
leader and a follower in function of , with V = 1000, F = 10, r = 0.10, = 0, ,
n = 1 and n = 5. The full line represents the expected profits of the leader (VL) and the
dashed line represents the expected profits of each follower (V). An increase in represents
less market sharing, with = 1 indicating winner takes all.

Figure 5. Asymmetric reward sharing A2 with exogenous entry. Expected profits of the leader
and a follower in function of , with V = 1000, F = 10, r = 0.10, = 0, , n = 2
and n = 5. The full line represents the expected profits of the leader (VL) and the dashed line
represents the expected profits of each follower (V). An increase in represents less market
sharing, with = 1 indicating winner takes all.
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When there is asymmetric reward sharing A2, the first mover may benefit, in terms
of expected profits, from moving first in the R&D stage, since he takes the whole re-
ward if he wins. A winning follower needs to share with the leader and the other
followers, and it could be that leader’s expected profits are higher than the follow-
ers’ expected profits when is small enough (i.e. sufficient sharing of rewards).
When there is sufficient reward sharing among followers, R&D expenditures of the
leader may be larger than investments of the followers and first mover advantages
may then prevail as the leader has then a higher probability of winning the race.
Figures 4 and 5 present some graphical presentations of the expected profits of the
leader and the followers as function of .

B. Endogenous entry

With endogenous entry the expected profits of the followers are zero since they are
in a long run equilibrium. For the first mover the following applies:

Proposition 11: In stochastic races with endogenous and reward sharing, the ex-
pected profits VL of the first mover are larger:

as current profits increase ( larger);
as the innovative reward is smaller (P smaller);
as the reward sharing is smaller in A1 ( larger);
as the reward sharing is larger in A2 ( smaller).

An interesting tendency is that the profits of the first mover are decreasing in the
value of the discovery P. A larger innovative reward indeed stimulates investments
of the first mover and second movers and these tend to reduce expected profits of
the first mover. The expected profits of the leader are increasing as market sharing is
reduced in case only the winning first mover shares (A1). In case only the second
movers share, the expected profits of the first mover are decreasing as the followers
share less.

VII. Conclusions

The analysis of innovation races with reward sharing shows that simple rules of
thumbs cannot be used to predict persistent leadership or technological leapfrogging
and first or second mover advantages. When the first mover in innovative efforts
takes the number of followers as given, second mover advantages tend to apply. But
with market sharing of the rewards, first mover advantages may apply if the first
mover is better at protecting the prize if he wins while followers, to the contrary, are
weak in this dimension, so that they have to share a lot if they were to win.
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When a first mover realizes that he can influence the number of followers he re-
ceives stronger incentives to engage in innovative efforts that often will be larger
now than those of followers. But even in this case one cannot be sure that the first
mover will be the one with the larger effort if market sharing is possible. In case se-
cond movers (perhaps larger firms) are better able to protect their rewards while
the pioneer, on the other hand, is weak at keeping the fruits to himself if he were
to win, the first mover will still engage in less innovative effort, which in time may
negatively affect its market position.

It is possible to easily grasp the intuition for these predictions. The analysis has of
course limitations since, for example, the total value of the reward is not dependent
on the number of rivals. Future research along the lines of Martin (2002) could ex-
plore this further.

APPENDIX

The probability of discovering the new technology or product at a certain point in
time is assumed to be only dependent on the own and current R&D investments
and is given by the hazard rate function h(.). Furthermore, it is assumed that h(.)
is concave and increasing, h (.) > 0 and h (.) < 0. Let and

be respectively the probability that the leader or one of the followers is
making the discovery at a certain point in time. Consequently, the probability that
the leader discovers the innovation before time t is equal to 1– – ( )e h z L t

. Analo-
gously, the probability of success by one of the followers before time t equals to

.

Based on this information, the expected profit functions of the leader (1) and the
followers (2) can be formulated:

(1)
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(2)

Integrating leads to the following expressions for the expected profits (as expected
benefits minus expected R&D costs minus the fixed cost) of the leader (3) and the
followers (4):

(3)

(4)

with P1
L the rewards for the leader if the leader wins,

P2
L the rewards for the leader if a follower wins,

P1
i the rewards for follower i if follower i wins,

P2
L the rewards for follower i if the leader wins and

P3
L the rewards for follower i if another follower wins.

The values of these payoffs depend on how the value of the innovation is shared
among the winner and the losers of the race. The market sharing parameter is indi-
cated by with £ 1. Two different reward sharing scenarios are looked at. These
two different reward sharing scenarios are analyzed with exogenous entry, in
which the number of firms is given, and with free entry, in which the number of
firms is determined endogenously. When entry is exogenous, the discussion only
focuses on parameter values of P, V, n, , and r for which and

(positive profit condition). With endogenous entry, only parameter
values are allowed for which (positive profit condition) and

(zero profit condition), with n* the equilibrium number of firms.
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Solutions A1
Combining the specific characteristics concerning the sharing of the rewards, as de-
tailed in table 1, with equations (3) and (4) allows formulating the expected profit
functions of the leader (5) and the followers (6):

(5)

(6)

Each follower chooses his optimal R&D investments zi, after having observed the
investments of the leader (zL). The first order condition of the follower i is:

(7)

R&D investments of the followers are the same in a symmetric equilibrium, zi = z
for all i. Thus:

(8)

In the first stage, the leader decides on his profits maximizing R&D investments zL:

(9)

or equivalently:

(10)

Now, define the following function (The subscript A1 refers to the asymmetric re-
ward sharing scenario A1):
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(11)

with ,

and

.

Combining (8) and (11) and evaluating in x = z:

gA1 (z) = (12)

The sign of (12) drives the comparison of z and zL.

In the asymmetric patent race A1 with free entry, the zero profit condition states
that:

(13)

From this zero profit condition, the equilibrium number of followers, n*, can be
calculated and this equilibrium number of followers is negatively related with the
investments of the leaders. Moreover, combining (11) and (13) results in:

(14)

From (14), the R&D investments of each of the followers, z, can be derived and it is
clear that the R&D investments of the followers do not depend on the investments
of the leader and are also independent of r and . Moreover, in this specific case, z
is also independent of the sharing parameter .

The zero profit condition of the followers (13) can be used to calculate

(for details, see the appendix of this chapter):

(15)
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Substituting (15) in (12) and evaluating in x = z results in:

gA1 (z) =
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